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Abstract

Nodes with multiple GPUs are becoming the platform of choice for high-performance computing. However, most applications are written using bulk-synchronous programming models, which may not be optimal for irregular algorithms that benefit from low-latency, asynchronous communication. This paper proposes constructs for asynchronous multi-GPU programming, and describes their implementation in a thin runtime environment called Groute. Groute also implements common collective operations and distributed work-lists, enabling the development of irregular applications without substantial programming effort. We demonstrate that this approach achieves state-of-the-art performance and exhibits strong scaling for a suite of irregular applications on 8-GPU and heterogeneous systems, yielding over 7x speedup for some algorithms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming

Keywords Multi-GPU, Asynchronous Programming, Irregular Algorithms

1. Motivation

Nodes with multiple attached accelerators are now ubiquitous in high-performance computing. In particular, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have become popular because of their power efficiency, hardware parallelism, scalable caching mechanisms, and balance between specialized instructions and general-purpose computing. Multi-GPU nodes consist of a host (CPUs) and several GPU devices linked via a low-latency, high-throughput bus (see Figure 1). These interconnects allow parallel applications to exchange data efficiently and to take advantage of the combined computational power and memory size of the GPUs.

Multi-GPU nodes are usually programmed using one of two methods. In the simple approach, each GPU is managed separately, using one process per device [13, 19]. Alternatively, a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [32] programming model is used, in which applications are executed in rounds, and each round consists of local computation followed by global communication [6, 26]. The first approach is subject to overheads from various sources, such as the operating system, and requires a message-passing interface for communication. The BSP model, on the other hand, can introduce unnecessary serialization at the global barriers that implement round-based execution. Both programming methods may result in under-utilization of multi-GPU platforms, particularly for irregular applications, which may suffer from load imbalance and may have unpredictable communication patterns.

In principle, asynchronous programming models can reduce some of these problems, because unlike in round-based communication, processors can compute and communicate autonomously without waiting for other processors to reach global barriers. However, there are few applications that exploit asynchronous execution, since their development requires an in-depth knowledge of the underlying architecture and communication network, and involves performing intricate adaptations to the code.

This paper presents Groute, an asynchronous programming model and runtime environment [2] that can be used to develop a wide range of applications on multi-GPU systems.
Based on concepts from low-level networking, Groute aims to overcome the programming complexity of asynchronous applications on multi-GPU and heterogeneous platforms. The communication constructs of Groute are simple, but they can be used to efficiently express programs that range from regular applications and BSP applications to nontrivial irregular algorithms. The asynchronous nature of the runtime environment also promotes load balancing, leading to better utilization of heterogeneous multi-GPU nodes.

The main contributions of this paper are the following.

• We define abstract programming constructs for asynchronous execution and communication.
• We show that these constructs can be used to define a variety of algorithms including regular and irregular parallel algorithms.
• We compare aspects of the performance of our implementations, using applications written in existing frameworks as benchmarks.
• We show that using Groute, it is possible to implement asynchronous applications that in most cases outperform state-of-the-art implementations, yielding up to 7.28× speedup on 8 GPUs compared to a baseline execution on a single GPU.

2. Multi-GPU Node Architecture

In general, the role of accelerators is to complement the available CPUs by allowing them to offload data-parallel portions of an application. The CPUs, in turn, are responsible for process management, communication, input/output tasks, memory transfers, and data pre/post-processing.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the CPUs and accelerators are connected to each other via a Front-Side Bus (FSB, implementations include QPI and HyperTransport). The FSB lanes, whose count is an indicator of the memory transfer bandwidth, are linked to an interconnect such as PCI-Express or NVLink that supports both CPU-GPU and GPU-GPU communications.

Due to limitations in the hardware layout, such as use of the same motherboard and power supply units, multi-GPU nodes typically consist of (~1-25) GPUs. The topology of the CPUs, GPUs and interconnect can vary between complete all-pair connections and a hierarchical switched topology, as shown in the figure. In the tree-topology shown in Figure 1, each quadruplet of GPUs (i.e., 1–4 and 5–8) can perform direct communication operations amongst themselves, but communications with the other quadruplet are indirect and thus slower. For example, GPUs 1 and 4 can perform direct communication, but data transfers from GPU 4 to 5 must pass through the interconnect. A switched interface allows each CPU to communicate with all GPUs at the same rate. In other configurations, CPUs are directly connected to their quadruplet of GPUs, which results in variable CPU-GPU bandwidth, depending on process placement.

The GPU architecture contains multiple memory copy engines, enabling simultaneous code execution and two-way (input/output) memory transfer. Below, we elaborate on the different ways concurrent copies can be used to efficiently communicate within a multi-GPU node.

2.1 Inter-GPU Communication

Memory transfers among GPUs can either be initiated by the host or a device. In particular, host-initiated memory transfer (Peer Transfer) is supported by explicit copy commands, whereas device-initiated memory transfer (Direct Access, DA) is implemented using inter-GPU memory accesses. Note that direct access to peer memory may not be available between all pairs of GPUs, depending on the bus topology. Access to pinned host memory, however, is possible from all GPUs.

Device-initiated memory transfers are implemented by virtual addressing, which maps all host and device memory to a single address space. While more flexible than peer transfers, DA performance is highly sensitive to memory alignment, coalescing, number of active threads and order of access.

Using microbenchmarks (Figure 2) we measure 100 MB transfers, averaged over 100 trials, on the 8-GPU system from our experimental setup (see Section 5 for detailed specifications).

Figure 2a shows the transfer rate of device-initiated memory access on GPUs that reside in the same board; on different boards; and CPU-GPU communication. The figure demonstrates the two extremes of the DA spectrum — from tightly-managed coalesced access (blue bars, left-hand side) to random, unmanaged access (red bars, right-hand side). Observe that coalesced access performs up to 21× better than random access. Also notice that the memory transfer rate correlates with the distance of the path in the topology. Due to the added level of dual-board GPUs (shown in Figure 1), CPU-GPU transfer is faster than two different-board GPUs.

In order to support device-initiated transfers between GPUs that cannot access each other’s memory, it is possible to perform a two-phase indirect copy. In indirect copy, the source GPU “pushes” information to host memory first, after which it is “pulled” by the destination GPU, using host flags and system-wide memory fences for synchronization.

In topologies such as the one presented in Figure 1, GPUs can only transmit to one destination at a time. This hinders the responsiveness of an asynchronous system, especially when transferring large buffers. One way to resolve this issue is by dividing messages into packets, as in networking. Figure 2b presents the overhead of using packetized memory transfers as opposed to a single peer transfer. The figure shows that the overhead decreases linearly as the packet size increases, ranging between ~1-10% for 1-10 MB packets. This parameter can be tuned by individual applications to balance between latency and bandwidth.
Figure 2: Inter-GPU Memory Transfer Microbenchmarks

Figure 2c compares the transfer rate of direct (push) and indirect (push/pull) transfers, showing that packetized device-initiated transfers and the fine-grained control is advantageous, even over the host-managed packetized peer transfers. Note that since device-initiated memory access is written in user-code, it is possible to perform additional data processing during transfer.

Another important aspect of multi-GPU communication is multiple source/destination transfers, as in collective operations. Due to the structure of the interconnect and memory copy engines, a naive application is likely to congest the bus. One approach, used in the NCCL library [24], creates a ring topology over the bus. In this approach, illustrated in Figure 3, each GPU transfers to one destination, communicating via direct or indirect device-initiated transfers. This ensures that both memory copy engines of every GPU are used, and the bus is fully utilized. Packetization is also used to begin transmitting information to the next GPU while it is being received from the previous, pipelining operations.

![Figure 3: DA Ring Topology](image)

Figure 2d compares the performance of the different methods of implementing one-to-all GPU peer broadcast, ranging from 7 asynchronous transfers from one source, through complete and packetized peer transfers, to the above DA Ring approach. The figure shows that the ring topology consistently outperforms separate direct copies. This can be attributed to the lower amount of indirect peer transfers (one peer transfer to the second quadraplet in ring vs. four in one-to-all). Additionally, packetization induces copy pipelining, which dramatically decreases the running time. DA Ring performs only slightly better than host-controlled ring transfer, consistent with the faster transfer rate in Figure 2c.

Figure 4: Single GPU Architecture

2.2 GPU Programming Model

The structure of a single GPU device is depicted in Figure 4. As shown in the figure, each GPU contains a fixed set of multiprocessors (MPs) and a RAM unit (referred to as global memory). GPU procedures (kernels) run on the MPs in parallel by scheduling a grid of many threads, grouped to threadblocks. Within each thread-block, which is assigned to a single MP, warps (usually comprised of 32 threads) execute on the cores in lockstep. Additionally, threads in the same thread-block can synchronize and communicate via shared memory, as well as use the automatically managed L1 and L2 caches. To support concurrent memory writes, atomic operations are defined on both shared and global memory.

Kernel invocation and host-initiated memory transfers are performed via command queues (streams), which can be used to express task parallelism. Stream synchronization between one or more GPUs is usually performed using events, which are recorded on one stream and waited for on another.

The GPU scheduler dispatches kernels by thread-blocks, enabling multiple-stream concurrency on the same GPU by scheduling other kernels’ thread-blocks when there are no more thread-blocks to schedule for a running kernel. However, high-priority streams allow application developers to immediately invoke kernels, scheduling thread-blocks from a new kernel prior to thread-blocks from a running kernel.

While the stream/event constructs provide fine-grained control over kernel scheduling, difficulties arise when programming higher-level functionality that involves multiple GPUs. In the following section, we present a programming
Table 1: Groute Programming Interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Singleton that represents the runtime environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>An entity that can communicate (e.g., GPU, CPU, Router).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>Object that encapsulates a buffer, its size, and metadata.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication Setup

Link

| Endpoint src, Endpoint dst, int packet_size, int num_buffers | Connects src to dst, using multiple-buffering with num_buffers buffers and packets of size packet_size. |

Router

| int num_inputs, int num_outputs, RoutingPolicy policy | Connects multiple Endpoints together, enabling dynamic communication. |

Communication Scheduling

EndpointList RoutingPolicy

| Segment message, Endpoint source, EndpointList router_dst | A programmer-defined function that decides possible message destinations based on sending Endpoint, and a list of the Router destination Endpoints. The Router will select destinations by availability. |

Asynchronous Objects

PendingSegment

| Represents a Segment that is currently being received. |

DistributedWorklist

| Endpoint src, EndpointList workers | Manages all-to-all work-item distribution, consists of a Router and per-GPU links. |

3. Groute Programming Model

The Groute programming model provides several constructs to facilitate asynchronous multi-GPU programming. Table 1 lists a summary of these constructs and their programming interface.

Groute applications consist of two phases: dataflow graph construction and asynchronous computation. A Groute program begins by specifying the dataflow graph of the computation. Nodes in this directed graph, which we call endpoints, represent either (i) physical devices like CPUs and GPUs, or (ii) virtual devices called routers, which are abstractions that implement complex patterns of communication. Edges in the dataflow graph represent communication links between endpoints, and can be created as long as there are no self-loops (endpoints connected directly to themselves) nor multiple identical edges as in multigraphs (i.e., a router can only have one outgoing edge to the same endpoint). Note that to support multitasking, multiple virtual endpoints can be created from the same physical device.

Send and Receive methods permit endpoints to send and receive data on a link; upon receipt of data, an endpoint may act upon it using a callback. When a router is created, a routing policy is specified by the programmer to determine the behavior when an input is received. For example, the input can be sent to a single endpoint, or to a subset of endpoints according to their availability. When a link is created, the packetization and multiple-buffering policies for that link are specified (Section 2).

To demonstrate the Groute model, we describe the implementation of Predicate-Based Filtering (PBF) using Groute, shown in Figures 5 and 6. PBF is a kernel in many applications such as database management and image processing. The input to PBF is a large one-dimensional array, and the output is an array containing all elements of the input array that satisfy a given predicate. In the Groute program, the host divides the input array into segments, and sends them to free GPUs on demand to promote load-balancing. Processed segments are transferred by the GPUs back to the host, where they are assembled to produce the output. Figure 5 depicts the resulting dataflow graph.

In Figure 6, the code sets up the dataflow graph for PBF in lines 5-20. The physical devices present in the system are determined by accessing a structure of type Context (line 5). The PBF program creates a router named h2gpus for scattering segments of the input array from the host to the GPUs, as well as a router named gpus2h to gather segments from the GPUs to create the output array (lines 9-10).

The code in lines 12-13 specifies the links between these routers and the host, where the link between the host and the h2gpus router is created without double buffering. The code in lines 15-20 creates a worker-thread for each GPU using double-buffered links, and input segments are scattered to the devices (line 22). Upon distributing all input segments, the distributor notifies that it will send no further information by sending a shutdown signal (line 23). The result is obtained at the host (lines 25-31) and the program stops once all GPUs send shutdown signals to gpus2h, notifying that no additional data will be received (line 27).

The routing policy for both routers is straightforward, selecting the first available device out of all possible router destinations (line 36). On the GPU end, each device asynchronously handles incoming messages (line 45). Once a PendingSegment is assigned to the device, it is synchronized with the active GPU stream (line 47) and processing.
is performed (line 48). Line 50 queues a command to the stream, which releases the incoming buffer for future use upon processing completion. The results are then transmitted back to the host using out (line 51). When a shutdown signal is received, the worker thread is terminated (line 46) and a shutdown signal is sent (line 53) to gpus2h.

Memory consistency and ownership are maintained by the programmer in Groute. The link/router model does not define a global address space or remote memory access operations, but functions as a distributed memory environment. In the paper, algorithms and high-level asynchronous objects implemented over the model (such as Distributed Worklists) define ownership policies, whereas the low-level constructs provide efficient communication and message routing.

4. Implementation Details

We realize the Groute programming model by implementing a thin runtime environment [2] over standard C++ and CUDA to enable asynchronous multi-GPU programming. The environment consists of three layers, illustrated in Figure 7. The bottom layer contains low-level management of the node topology and inter-GPU communication, the middle layer implements the Groute communication constructs, using the topology to optimize memory transfer paths, and the top layer implements high-level operations that are commonly used in asynchronous regular and irregular applications. For direct control over the system, each of the layers can be manually accessed by the programmer. In the rest of this section, we elaborate on the implementation of each layer in Groute.

4.1 Low-Level Interface

The low-level layer builds upon insights from Section 2 to provide programmer-accessible interfaces for efficient peer-to-peer transfers. Specifically, the layer provides Low-Level Communication APIs for latency reduction; Pipelined Receivers to increase computation-communication overlap; Topology Management for node interconnect hierarchy introspection; and Low-Latency Asynchronous Objects to mitigate system overhead.

The low-level communication interface provides host- and device-initiated memory copy functionality, abstracting packetization and conditional transfer. In Groute, send and receive operations are segmented into packets to increase the overall responsiveness of the node and enable overlapping communication between multiple devices. Without packetization, occasional small transmissions (e.g., GPUs sending counters to the CPU) may suffer from head-of-line blocking behind regular large transfers (e.g., GPU–GPU transfers).

On top of the low-level interface, asynchronous communication is abstracted using a pipelined receiver object, which efficiently utilizes the two memory copy engines and the compute engine (Figure 4) by using double- and triple-buffering [35]. The implementation of multiple-buffering allocates read buffers, queueing virtual “future read operations”. When data are sent to a pipelined receiver, a read operation is removed from the queue and the corresponding
buffer is assigned to the sender. Simultaneously, the reader is notified of the incoming pending operation, which can either be waited for or acted upon asynchronously, using the receive stream.

Asynchronous programs often rely on a multitude of fine-grained (non-bulk) synchronization points and impromptu memory allocation to operate correctly. In order to minimize the incurred driver overhead and involuntary system-wide synchronizations, Groute provides several low-latency asynchronous objects, among which are Event Pools and Event-Futures. Event pools facilitate the creation of many short-lived events by way of pre-allocation; whereas event-futures are waitable objects implementing the future/promise pattern [18] to maintain two-layered synchronization between the CPUs and GPUs. In particular, event-futures handle situations where GPU events are known to be recorded in the future, but not yet created. These objects are used as the primary building block for queuing various actions, such as future receive operations for devices (CPU and GPU), and can either be synchronized with a CPU thread or a GPU stream.

4.2 Communication and Scheduling

A link can only connect one pair of source and destination endpoints. In Groute, there are two methods to create links: directly, or using an existing router. Specifically, each link specifies its maximal receivable packet size and the number of possible pipelined receive operations. The latter is optional and determined automatically if not given. The Send and Receive methods initiate memory transfer and return an event-future. In particular, a receive operation returns a future to a PendingSegment, which contains an event and a segment that may not yet be ready for processing. Links also provide a socket-like Shutdown function, signaling that no further information will be sent.

The internal structure and workflow of a router is depicted in Figure 8. The figure shows that the router contains three main components. The Segmenter component controls breaking down messages into segments according to the destination device capabilities; the Routing Policy controls the message destination(s); and the Multiplexer is responsible for message assignment to available GPUs.

Given a message to send, a routing policy will determine its one or several destinations using the programmer callback. The router then controls send operation scheduling, assigning destinations based on availability. Note that routing performance depends on the underlying topology. For example, in some nodes it is efficient to reduce with all-to-one operations, while in others it is better to use a hierarchical tree for concurrent reductions.

Upon receiving a segmented message and its possible destinations, scheduling is managed by the multiplexer. As shown in the top-right portion of Figure 8, the implementation involves queuing send operations to each of the target devices’ send queues. Since links use pipelined receivers, devices also maintain receive queues. If there is a match between a send operation and a receive operation, transfer assignment is performed, dequeuing one item from both the send and receive queues of the link. Additionally, the redundant send operations queued to other devices are marked as stale and removed by each device upon inspection. This ensures that routers do not require a centralized locking mechanism, and per-device queues are the only constructs that should implement thread-safety.

4.3 Distributed Worklists

The high-level interface provided by Groute implements reusable operations that can often be found in multi-GPU applications, such as broadcast and all-reduction. This section details the implementation of distributed worklists, frequently used in irregular algorithms and graph analytics.

Distributed worklists maintain a global list of computations (work-items) that should be processed. Each such computation, in turn, may create new computations that are queued to the same list. For example, breadth-first search traverses a node’s neighbors, propagating through the graph by creating new work-items for each neighbor.

Implementing efficient distributed multi-GPU worklists is a challenging task. As each device may contain a different portion of the input data, only certain devices are able to process specific work-items. Thus, distributed worklists require all-to-all communication. Using routers and bus topology, Groute implements distributed worklist management.

In the implementation, global coordination and work counting is centralized and managed by the host. During runtime, devices periodically report produced and consumed work-items for tracking purposes. Once the number of total work-items becomes zero, processing stops and a shutdown signal is sent to all participating devices via router links.

Figure 9 illustrates the implementation of a distributed worklist in Groute, from the perspective of a single device. As seen in the figure, the worklist is implemented over a single, system-wide router. In order to support efficient all-to-all communication, the ring topology is used for the routing policy by default (see Section 2 for evaluation). Apart from the router, each device contains a locally-managed worklist, which comprises one or more multiple-producer-single-
consumer queues for local tasks. The implementation consists of two threads per device: worker thread and receiver thread, which controls inter-GPU communication and work-item circulation.

Over the ring topology, the workflow presented in Figure 9 is implemented as follows. Each device receives information from the previous device, according to the ring. The received data then undergoes filtering and separation (SplitReceive), which passes irrelevant information to the next device. Items that are relevant to the current device are unpacked and “pushed” onto its local worklist, signaling the worker thread that new work is arriving. At the same time, the worker thread processes existing work-items, separating the resulting items to local and remote work (SplitSend), and packing outgoing information as necessary. Note that the SplitReceive kernel is queued on a separate, high-priority stream. This causes the kernel to be scheduled during existing work processing, increasing the performance and responsiveness of the system.

In order to implement an algorithm over a distributed worklist, five functions must be given by the programmer, listed in Table 2: Pack, Unpack, OnSend, OnReceive and GetPrio. These functions usually consist of a single line-of-code, but may adversely change work-item propagation. In the OnSend and the OnReceive functions, the Flags return value is a bit-map that controls the work-item destination(s), e.g., pass to the next device, keep, duplicate, or completely remove. The priority of a work-item, obtained using GetPrio, is then used for scheduling higher priority work before low priority items, as detailed below.

To implement local worklist queues, Groute uses GPU-based lock-free circular buffers. Such buffers are beneficial for asynchronous applications, as they eliminate the need for dynamic allocation of buffers during runtime.

As shown in Figure 9, each worklist queue consists of multiple producers and a single consumer. Our implementation contains a memory buffer and three fields: start, end, and pending. Work consumption is performed by atomically increasing the start field. To avoid consuming items that are not ready, production is controlled by atomically increasing the pending field, reserving space in the buffer. After a producer has finished appending its work, end is increased by a single writer thread, synchronizing with pending.

Additional optimizations to the circular buffers are performed in Groute. If the consuming GPU stream also produces work (as in SplitSend), work is pushed to the queue by way of prepending information (i.e., decreasing start), which avoids producer conflicts. It is also worth noting that circular buffers use warp-aggregated atomics [4], which increase the efficiency of appending work by limiting the number of atomic operations to one-per-warp.

### 4.4 Soft Priority Scheduling

A pitfall that should be considered in asynchronous worklist algorithms is excess work resulting from intermediate value propagation. In contrast to bulk-synchronous parallelism, where all devices agree upon a global state in the algorithm, asynchronous concurrency may propagate stale information (“useless work”) as a result of lagging devices. Such work-items, in turn, generate additional intermediate work that may increase the overall workload exponentially with the number of devices.

For example, in bulk-synchronous Breadth-First Search (BFS), the current traversed level is a global algorithm parameter. If there are two paths to a given node, where one is longer than the other, only the path with the least number of edges from the source will be registered, writing final values to the nodes. In asynchronous BFS, however, if the path with the least number of edges is located on a lagging device, the “incorrect” path (intermediate value) would be written first. This will, in turn, traverse the rest of the graph using the intermediate value as input. After the device with the short path completes its processing, it will overwrite the node values, essentially recomputing all traversed values.

One way to mitigate this issue is to assign soft priorities to each work-item, deferring items that are suspected as generators of “useless work” to a later stage, in which they will likely be filtered out [17].

In Groute, soft priority scheduling is implemented using the programmer-provided GetPrio callback. During the runtime of the application, only high priority work-items are processed, where the priority threshold is decided by a system-wide consensus. Upon completion of all processable items, the system modifies the threshold and the distributed worklist will process the deferred items on each device. As

---

**Table 2: Distributed Worklist Programmer Callbacks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RemoteWork Pack(LocalWork item)</td>
<td>Pack item to send to another device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocalWork Unpack(RemoteWork item)</td>
<td>Unpack received work-item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags OnSend(LocalWork item)</td>
<td>Determine outgoing item destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags OnReceive(RemoteWork item)</td>
<td>Determine incoming item destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority GetPrio(RemoteWork item)</td>
<td>Obtain priority of incoming item.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we shall show in Section 5, using soft priority scheduling decreases the amount of intermediate work, increasing overall performance.

4.5 Worklist-Based Graph Algorithms

Using asynchronous Breadth-First Search (BFS), we illustrate how graph traversal algorithms such as Single-source Shortest Path (SSSP) and PageRank (PR) are implemented using distributed worklists.

In BFS, the input graph is given in the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) matrix format. The graph is first partitioned among the available devices, where each device statically maintains ownership of a contiguous memory segment, corresponding to a subset of the vertices.

When BFS processing starts, the host enqueues a single work-item to the worklist – the source vertex. Groute ensures that the initial work-item is sent to its owner device, where it is processed by setting the vertex value (i.e. level) to zero and creating work-items with level=1 for each neighboring vertex. If a neighboring vertex is owned by the processing device, it is queued to the device-local worklist (top-left portion of Figure 9). Otherwise, it is asynchronously propagated through the distributed worklist until another device claims ownership on the work-item. The value of level is propagated as well. Atomic operations are used to check if the received value is lower, updating the vertex’s value and propagating level=1 to the neighboring vertices through subsequent work-item processing. After all relevant edges have been traversed, the worklist becomes empty and the algorithm ends.

In addition to owned vertices, each device also stores a local copy of its “halo” vertices, namely, neighboring vertices owned by other devices. The level of a halo vertex can only be updated by the local device, and is used to skip sending irrelevant updates, thus conserving inter-device communication. Skipping such updates does not change the algorithm’s behavior, due to the monotonic nature of BFS, i.e., the real vertex value is either equal or lower than the halo value.

5. Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of five algorithms implemented using Groute:

- **Breadth-First Search (BFS)**: Traverses a graph from a given source node, outputting the number of edges traversed from the source node to each destination node. Implementation is push-based and data-driven, i.e., using distributed worklists.
- **Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP)**: Finds the shortest path (using edge weights) from a source node to all other nodes. Implementation is push-based and data-driven.
- **PageRank (PR)**: Computes the PageRank measure for all nodes of a given graph using a worklist-based algorithm [34]. Implementation is the push-based variant proposed in the paper.
- **Connected Components (CC)**: Computes the number of connected components in a given graph. Implementation is topology-based, using two routers as explained below.
- **Predicate-Based Filtering (PBF)**: Filters an array of elements according to a given condition. GPU kernel implementation is based on warp-aggregated atomics [4].

Groute is compared to two benchmark implementations of multi-GPU parallel graph algorithms: Gunrock (version 0.3.1) and Back40Computing (B40C). Gunrock [26] is a graph analytics library containing highly optimized implementations of various graph algorithms. Gunrock uses bulk-synchronous parallelism for its multi-GPU implementations of these algorithms. B40C, by Merrill et al. [20], contains state-of-the-art hardcoded BFS implementations, enabling multi-GPU processing by direct memory accesses between peer GPUs.

All implementations, including Groute, contain the following kernel optimizations: warp-aggregated atomic operations, warp-based collectives for inter-thread communication, and intra-GPU load balancing on the warp and thread-block level to exploit Nested Parallelism [25]. Additionally, Groute’s asynchronous model allows us to perform kernel fusion (Section 5.2).

Table 3 summarizes the best running times for BFS, SSSP, PR and CC, with the number of GPUs used to achieve the highest performance in parentheses. Asynchronous implementations using Groute clearly dominate over bulk-synchronous implementations and sometimes even outperform hardcoded versions.

![Table 3: Best Performance Comparison](image)

Our experimental setup consists of two node types. The first is an 8-GPU server of four dual-board NVIDIA Tesla M60 (Maxwell architecture) cards, each containing 16 MPs with 128 cores; and two eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPUs. Bus topology is depicted in Figure 1, with 2 QPI links per CPU at 8 GT/s per link for the PCI-Express switch.
The second node type is a 2-GPU heterogeneous server that contains one Quadro M4000 GPU (Maxwell, 13 MP$\times$ with 128 cores); one Tesla K40c GPU (Kepler architecture, 15 MP$\times$ with 192 cores); and one six-core Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU with 2 total QPI links at 7.2 GT/s per link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Avg. Degree</th>
<th>Max. Degree</th>
<th>Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA [1]</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>55M</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM-eur-k [3]</td>
<td>174M</td>
<td>348M</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soc-LiveJournal1 [10]</td>
<td>5M</td>
<td>69M</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>20,293</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitter [8]</td>
<td>51M</td>
<td>1,963M</td>
<td>38.37</td>
<td>779,958</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kron21.sym [5]</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>182M</td>
<td>86.82</td>
<td>213,904</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 lists dataset information and statistics for input graphs used in the evaluation. All graphs are partitioned between GPUs using an edge-cut obtained from METIS [15] except for kron21.sym and twitter. METIS fails to partition these two graphs, so we simply partition the node array equally among the GPUs.

5.1 Strong Scaling

Figure 10 presents the absolute runtime of the two graph traversal algorithms (BFS and SSSP), running on 1 to 8 GPUs and comparing with the above frameworks. Missing data points indicate runs that failed due to crashes, out-of-memory failures, or incorrect outputs (compared to externally-generated results).

Overall, observe that in BFS and SSSP, which are communication intensive, the topology of the bus starts affecting the performance of applications when transfers are performed beyond the single 4-GPU quadruplet. While Groute mitigates these issues by optimizing communication paths (Section 2), the phenomenon can still be seen in high-degree graphs such as soc-LiveJournal1 in BFS, SSSP, and PR.

5.1.1 Breadth-First Search

Figure 10a compares Groute with Gunrock and B40C. B40C’s multi-GPU implementation requires direct memory access between all devices, and thus only runs up to 4 GPUs. Additionally, B40C does not use METIS partitioning, failed on twitter and kron21.sym, and ran out of memory on the single-GPU version of OSM-eur-k. The Gunrock implementation of BFS ran out of memory on all twitter inputs, and produced incorrect results on kron21.sym and soc-LiveJournal1.

The figure shows that Groute outperforms Gunrock in all cases, with significant improvements in road networks (USA, OSM-eur-k). This is due to the kernel fusion optimization enabled by asynchronous processing, which dramatically decreases kernel launch overhead in high-diameter graphs (Section 5.2).

Groute also outperforms B40C on road networks on multiple GPUs. However, B40C is faster on one GPU on the USA input and always outperforms Groute and Gunrock on the soc-LiveJournal1 input. B40C’s BFS implementation is highly optimized, containing a hybrid implementation that switches between different kernels as described in their paper [20], an optimization we did not implement due to its highly specialized nature.

5.1.2 Single-Source Shortest Path

Figure 10b presents the strong scaling of SSSP in Groute. In the figure, we see that the multi-GPU scaling patterns are similar to BFS. The multi-GPU scalability of Groute is especially apparent in large graphs, such as twitter, in which performance increases even when using more than 4 GPUs. Missing twitter results are caused by insufficient memory.
Groute outperforms Gunrock (or matches it on soc-LiveJournal1, single GPU) with the sole exception of the kron21.sym input. Upon in-depth inspection, it was found that the asynchronous implementation in Groute causes an inflation in the number of performed atomic operations, which increases memory contention and iteration time.

5.1.3 PageRank

The performance of PageRank (PR) is shown in Figure 11. Results are compared with Gunrock in the single GPU case, since the evaluated version of Gunrock’s multi-GPU PageRank produced incorrect results. Also, the twitter graph does not fit in the memory of 1 GPU.

As opposed to BFS and SSSP, PR is a computationally-intensive problem. In addition, PR starts by processing all the nodes simultaneously, so each GPU can be fully utilized. Observe that in the figure, Groute outperforms Gunrock on all inputs. Additionally, both road networks generate multi-GPU scaling over the single-GPU version, owing to the amount of independent work performed on each device, as well as the communication latency that is hidden by Groute. The same effect is observed in soc-LiveJournal1 up to a single quadraplet of GPUs.

In particular, the best scaling results are obtained when the ratio of computations to communications is high (i.e., less communications per computation). For example, running PageRank with Groute on USA yields a 7.28× speedup on 8 GPUs over one, exhibiting near-linear scaling on all multi-GPU configurations.

As the ratio of computation to communication decreases, scaling becomes less substantial, as in the case of soc-LiveJournal1, which exhibits a 3.02× speedup on 4 GPUs over one. Additionally, nearly no speedup is observed in twitter and kron21.sym, both of which are partitioned randomly (i.e., without METIS) and heavily interconnected.

5.1.4 Connected Components

We implement a topology-driven [27] variant of multi-GPU Connected Components (CC), which does not use a worklist, in order to demonstrate the expressiveness of the Groute asynchronous communication constructs. The performance of CC is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 13 illustrates the dataflow graph of a pointer-jumping topology-driven CC over Groute. In this version, the input graph representation is an edge-list. The edges are distributed to the GPUs, and each GPU keeps note of the parent component of each vertex in its given graph subset. Once a GPU converges locally, its results are merged (using operations called Hook and Compress) with the results of other GPUs to converge to the global component list.

With Groute, we create one router to dynamically scatter edges to the GPUs in multiple segments, computing and aggregating local CC results for each segment. Upon completion, each GPU merges its results with the others using an additional reduction router. According to the topology of the measured 8-GPU node, the reduction is implemented as concurrent hierarchical operations. In particular, each GPU merges its results with a designated “sibling” GPU until reaching the first GPU, which sends the information back to the host. The single GPU kernels used in this implementation are based on a state-of-the-art adaptive variant [31] of the pointer-jumping method described by Soman et al. [29].
The results in Figure 12 show that using an asynchronous topology-driven variant is highly beneficial, both in terms of raw performance and scalability, over the implementation found in Gunrock. Specifically, Groute yields 10.99× and 49.6× speedups over Gunrock in USA on 1 and 8 GPUs respectively. Furthermore, Groute achieves a strong scaling of up to 2.9× (8 GPUs over 1) in the kron21.sym input.

Another advantage apparent in the figure is memory consumption. Since the Groute implementation does not use distributed worklists, the tested multi-GPU system is able to compute CC on large-scale graphs such as OSM-eur-k, twitter and kron21.sym. Gunrock, on the other hand, runs out of memory for all GPU configurations on these three inputs.

5.2 Distributed Worklist Performance

Our distributed worklist uses two optimizations – soft priority scheduling and worker kernel fusion – to significantly improve the performance of asynchronous algorithms.

As explained in Section 4.4, a naive asynchronous irregular application propagates intermediate values from lagging devices, which leads to an increase in work due to redundant computations. Using METIS mitigates this effect somewhat since it reduces the number of paths between the partitions. However, our experiments show that deferring possibly redundant work by using a soft priority scheduler can achieve significantly better performance even with good partitions.

Table 5: Distributed Worklist SSSP Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>GPUs</th>
<th>Soft Priority Scheduler</th>
<th>Fused Worker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>soc-LiveJournal1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.03×</td>
<td>1.03×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95×</td>
<td>0.95×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.29×</td>
<td>1.31×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.29×</td>
<td>1.09×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kron21.sym</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.02×</td>
<td>1.01×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.10×</td>
<td>1.09×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.58×</td>
<td>1.57×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.45×</td>
<td>1.48×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71.36×</td>
<td>166.27×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58.11×</td>
<td>142.57×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.59×</td>
<td>89.94×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.22×</td>
<td>39.34×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 compares the performance of the soft priority scheduler and fused worker kernel with the unoptimized version of Groute’s distributed worklists. In the table, we see that both versions consistently outperform the original implementation, with the exception of soc-LiveJournal1 (which slows down 5% on 2 GPUs). The most compelling results can be found in road maps, in which we see performance increase of up to two orders of magnitude.

Soft priorities improve performance by reducing the amount of “useless” work that is performed. This increase in useless work can be dramatic. For example, SSSP works on 13,998M workitems on the USA graph in a complete execution on a single GPU. Without soft-priorities, this increases to 15,865M workitems on four GPUs. With soft-priorities, the four GPU version executes only 59M workitems overall. For SSSP, this reduction is comparable to those obtained by using an SSSP algorithm with priorities such as SSSP Near-Far [9]). However, BFS has no notion of priorities, but also exhibits the same effect. Single-GPU BFS on USA executes 23.9M work items. Without soft-priorities, this increases to 4,244M work items on four GPUs (27M with METIS). With soft-priorities this reduces to 134M workitems on four GPUs (24.1M with METIS).

Kernel fusion, on the other hand, tackles a problem exhibited by graphs such as road maps which create small workloads with each kernel call (∼19 microseconds), causing the GPUs to be under-utilized and increasing the communication management overhead. We augment the worker kernel to include the entire control-flow and communicate with the host and other GPUs using flags shared by both the CPU and GPU. This includes receiving incoming information signals, determining work-item priorities, processing a batch of work-items, running SplitSend (Section 4.3), and signaling the router to circulate the outgoing information. By performing this kernel fusion, many of the CPU–GPU roundtrips can be reduced, increasing the overall performance of the system. In practice, kernel fusion in Groute increases the work performed by each kernel invocation, which take between ∼10 and 100 milliseconds. Note that the reduction of CPU–GPU roundtrips causes both optimizations to also improve the runtime of a single GPU.

5.3 Load Balancing

Table 6 measures the performance of the PBF implementation from Figure 6 on the heterogeneous 2-GPU node, filtering 250 MB of data. The runtime of each GPU is shown with static scheduling (top three rows) and Groute’s “first available device” routing policy (bottom three rows).

Table 6: Heterogeneous PBF Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduler</th>
<th>GPU Type</th>
<th>Processed Elements</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Tesla K40c</td>
<td>12.6M</td>
<td>5.73 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadro M4000</td>
<td>13.6M</td>
<td>27.04 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Time</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.37 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groute</td>
<td>Tesla K40c</td>
<td>20.9M</td>
<td>8.84 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadro M4000</td>
<td>5.2M</td>
<td>10.90 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Time</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.26 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that Groute assigns 4 times more tasks to the faster Tesla K40c than the slower Quadro M4000, achieving better load balancing and decreasing overall runtime. Note that the 2 millisecond time difference observed in Groute is within the scheduling quantum, as it is shorter than the runtime of a single kernel on the Quadro M4000.
6. Related Work

The presented link/router programming model can be seen as a close relative of the Publish/Subscribe design pattern [11], in which endpoints subscribe to specific channels that other endpoints publish to. The link/router model differs from this model by defining generalized policies, which are more optimized for low-latency communication on multi-GPU nodes than named channels.

Recently, multi-GPU frameworks that simplify programming and provide reusable mechanisms have been proposed. Notable examples include NCCL [24], which implements collective operations on a single node; MGPU [28], which simplifies task partitioning to multiple GPUs; and MAPS-Multi [6], which proposes a scalable programming model based on memory access patterns. Owing to the traditional bulk-synchronous use of multi-GPU nodes, these libraries focus on the efficient implementation of regular computations, such as stencil operators, rather than irregular algorithms.

Data-driven graph algorithm implementations use worklists for processing [22]. These implementations were found, in the general case, to be faster than their topology-driven counterparts on GPUs [21]. These results motivated implementing graph analytics using distributed worklists in this paper.

Other asynchronous graph processing frameworks have been researched. Galois[23] proposes a work-stealing scheduler for asynchronous multi-core CPU processing. Concurrent graph analytics on a single GPU (using multiple streams) has also been proposed in GTS [16], showing that this type of programming is promising for single-GPU applications as well. Additional single-GPU [7, 12, 14, 33] and multi-GPU [20, 26] graph analytics libraries have been proposed. However, as opposed to our asynchronous approach, these implementations all utilize bulk-synchronous parallelism.

The distributed worklist kernel fusion optimization proposed in Section 5 is similar to the Megakernel single-GPU approach, proposed by Steinberger et al. [30], which also transfers portions of the control flow to the GPU.

7. Conclusions

The paper presented a scalable programming abstraction and runtime environment for asynchronous multi-GPU application development. In-depth study of the structure of a multi-GPU node showed that creating such applications requires careful tuning with respect to communication topology and workload processing, particularly in irregular algorithms, where lagging information may have a major impact on scaling. The paper then showed that the programming abstraction is simple yet expressive, enabling the efficient implementation of complex graph analytic algorithms, showing strong scaling results.

This research can be extended in several directions. First, the link/router abstraction concepts can be generalized to other non-GPU architectures, as well as distributed systems. Second, the majority of the router control flow relies on host-based decisions. Similarly to worker kernel fusion, moving these decisions to a device-based router may decrease system overhead by further reducing CPU-GPU copies. Third, load balancing in multi-GPU traversal algorithms may be improved by employing asynchronous work-stealing schedulers and dynamically-changing node ownership.
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A. Artifact description

A.1 Abstract

This artifact contains all the source code necessary to compile the Groute executables and repeat the results of this paper. The package also contains shell scripts to generate the figures and tables as CSVs, obtain code dependencies, and download input graphs for the benchmarks.

A.2 Description

A.2.1 Check-list (artifact meta information)

- **Algorithm**: Micro-benchmarks, Breadth-First Search, Single-Source Shortest Path, PageRank, Connected Components, Predicate-Based Filtering.
- **Compilation**: Using CUDA (nvcc) for GPU code and GCC (g++, g++) for host code. Both compilers use the following flags: -O3 -DNDEBUG -std=c++11.
- **Binary**: One CUDA executable for each algorithm.
- **Data set**: Publicly-available graphs converted to binary CSR (Galois) format.
- **Hardware**: CUDA-capable GPU with compute capability of at least 3.5. Multiple GPUs on the same node are required for multi-GPU tests.
- **Output**: CSV files representing each figure and table.
- **Experiment workflow**: Clone repository, setup environment, run figure-generating shell scripts, review generated CSV files.
- **Publicly available?**: Yes.

A.2.2 How delivered

A Git repository that contains all the Groute code and figure-generating scripts can be found in:

```
http://www.github.com/groute/ppopp17-artifact
```

The repository contains shell scripts that set up the environment, obtain and compile external code, download the dataset, and run the figure generators. See additional information in Sections A.3 and A.4.

A.2.3 Hardware dependencies

To run GPU-based tests, Groute requires one or more NVIDIA GPUs with compute capability of at least 3.5. Multi-GPU tests will not run on a single-GPU node. For the test performed in Table 6, a system with two heterogeneous GPUs (i.e., one faster than the other) is recommended to repeat the results.

A.2.4 Software dependencies

To compile Groute, CMake 3.2, GCC 4.9 and CUDA 7.5 are required. Later versions can be used but were not tested by the authors.

The code contained in the above repository includes the following external dependencies: METIS 5.1.0, gflags 2.1.2, MGBench 1.01, NCCL 1.2.3, and Gunrock 0.3.1 (optional). To install, follow the instructions below:

```
$ git clone --recursive https://github.com/groute/ppopp17-artifact.git
$ cd ppopp17-artifact/
$ ./setup.sh
$ ./runall.sh
$ cat output/figure10b.csv
```

Note: Gunrock execution (for comparison with Groute) is not enabled by default. To enable, export RUN_GUNROCK=1 prior to running the figure-generating scripts.

**Note 2**: Each individual test may take time, but is limited to 2 hours to avoid waiting forever for a faulty application. For slower GPUs, this timeout can be increased by modifying the TIMEOUT variable from 2h to a different value (line 4 in figures/common.sh).

A.2.5 Datasets

The dataset for this artifact contains all graphs listed in Table 4 of the paper, converted to the Galois CSR binary format (.gr files). The dataset (10.6 GB compressed, 29 GB uncompressed) is automatically downloaded by the setup script. Each graph is located in a separate subdirectory, with three additional files:

1. `<graph>/<graphfile>.metadata`: Metadata of the graph properties (number of connected components, whether to use METIS partitioning, soft-priority delta).
2. `<graph>/bfs-<graphfile>.txt`: Externally generated BFS results (source node: 0), used for validation.
3. `<graph>/asap-<graphfile>.txt`: External SSSP results (source node: 0), also used for validation.

A.3 Installation

To install, follow the instructions below:

- **Clone the Git repository recursively from**
  https://github.com/groute/ppopp17-artifact.git
- **Run setup.sh.** The script will automatically compile Groute and the external code.
- **When prompted whether to download the dataset,** respond 'y' or 'n'. The dataset can be downloaded manually by running `./download.sh` at a later time.

A.4 Experiment workflow

After setting up the environment, either run `./runall.sh` to generate all figures and tables, or run each individual figure separately by calling `./ figures/figureXX.sh`, where `XX` is the figure number. The overall workflow as a list of shell commands is as follows:

```
1 $ git clone --recursive https://github.com/groute/ppopp17-artifact.git
2 $ cd ppopp17-artifact/
3 $ ./setup.sh
4 $ ./runall.sh
5 $ cat output/figure10b.csv
```

A.5 Evaluation and expected result

The results, found in `output/`, are in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format and represent each figure and table in the paper (e.g., `figure2a.csv`, `table6.csv`). Prior to being inserted to the CSV, the results are averaged over at least 3 runs. The results will also be written to the console during the process.